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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At the request of ROMO Wind A/S (ROMO or the “Client”), Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd. (GL GH)
has performed a technical review of their newly developed spinner anemometer.
The objective of the review is to provide the Client with an independent evaluation of the spinner
anemometer and the benefits that installation of a spinner anemometer may offer to a wind turbine
owner.
The technology of the spinner anemometer was originally invented and developed at the Department
of Wind Energy (formerly Risø) at The Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The spinner
anemometer marketed by ROMO is, to a very large extent, based on the work performed Risø DTU.
GL GH has reviewed some of the work performed by Risø DTU and, as expected, finds that the
technology of the spinner anemometer is based on sound theoretical analysis and practical testing.
GL GH concludes that by installation of the spinner anemometer it should be possible to correct a
significant yaw error to a level where it can be considered as acceptable leading to an increase in the
energy production. It should be noted that GL GH has not compared the correction of a yaw error by
use of the spinner anemometer with other technique to correct yaw errors.
Based on theoretical analyses performed by GL GH and practical experience, the energy increase from
correction of a yaw error (of more than 10°) can be expected to be from 1% to 7% and even higher for
yaw errors more than 16°.
ROMO proposes to use a relative power curve measurement based on the wind speed from the spinner
anemometer before and after correction of a yaw error to establish the increase in energy production
obtained by the correction. However, the uncertainty of the free wind speed measured by the ROMO
spinner anemometer is to some extent unknown. Therefore, the results of a relative power curve
measurement will also have some level of unknown uncertainty. An estimation of the increase in
energy production obtained by the correction of the yaw error based on the relative power curve
measurement may also have an unknown uncertainty depending on how this estimation is performed.
However, GL GH expects that it should be possible to use a relative power curve measurement to
estimate the energy increase obtained with a uncertainty of less than ± 10% if the following are
implemented:
•

The requirements in the IEC61400-12-1 standard for power performance measurements of wind
turbines with respect to data collection and data handling including meeting the requirements
for number of data samples in;

•

The percentage-wise increased production between the two power curves (before and after
correction of yaw error) is multiplied by the actual energy production of the turbine to get to the
value of the increased production.

•

The site is flat without significant obstacles or the influence of such obstacles is considered in
the data processing. However, ROMO has informed GL GH that they are currently developing
the procedures needed to use the spinner anemometer for complex terrain sites;
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Weather conditions during the period of the two measurements are comparable.

The operating experience with the spinner anemometer is limited and it is therefore difficult to
conclude anything regarding the expected reliability. However, GL GH finds that ROMO is doing
what it can to ensure high reliability and GL GH has noted no issue that may lead to technical
problems with the spinner anemometer.
ROMO Wind has performed a trial run of the service to be offered related to the installation of a
spinner anemometer on a 2.0 MW wind turbine installed in Denmark. GL GH has reviewed the
ROMO reporting on this trial run as well a discussed it with ROMO Wind. GL GH finds that ROMO
Wind followed the procedure for use of a spinner anemometer as described by Risø DTU.
By chance, the test turbine had a yaw error of around 16°. ROMO has shown that by correction of this
yaw error, they have been able to increase the energy production of the turbine by around 5%
according to their relative power curve measurement based on the wind speed from the spinner
anemometer. The energy increase obtained is consistent with the calculations of the simple ROMO
Wind model as well as the GL GH theoretical analyses.
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INTRODUCTION

ROMO Wind A/S (ROMO or the “Client”) has requested that Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd. (GL
GH) perform a technical review of their newly developed spinner anemometer.
The objective of the review is to provide the Client with an independent evaluation of the spinner
anemometer and the benefits that installation of a spinner anemometer may offer to a wind turbine
owner.
The scope of the work is described in the GL GH proposal 111789-DKHI-P-01 Issue A, dated 31st
July 2012.
References are provided throughout this report, in square parenthesis: for example, [1]. A list of
references is also provided at the end of this report.
This report presents the findings of the Technical Review.

Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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ROMO Wind is a technology and engineering company, established in 2011 by a group of people with
extensive experiences from the wind industry. ROMO Wind is, in general, focusing on assisting wind
farm owners in optimising the energy output from their wind farms.
ROMO Wind’s business model is based on a standard process where they analyse the wind farm
operation based on data from the wind farm Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System
(SCADA) and based on this analyses propose possible improvements to the operation and energy
output of the wind farm or to specific wind turbines within the wind farm.
ROMO Wind also offers to implement their proposed improvements to the wind farm. As part of this
service, ROMO Wind offers installation of their spinner anemometer to improve the yaw accuracy of
the turbine, thereby improving the energy output. The subject of this review is the spinner
anemometer.
ROMO Wind is currently in the process of establishing a quality management system according to
ISO 9001 and has started the process of obtaining certification for this system. The first external audit
is scheduled for early November 2012. ROMO Wind expects to obtain certification by end of 2012.
ROMO Wind has an experienced team with more than 150 years of combined experience from the
wind turbine industry.
ROMO Wind is based in Switzerland and the ROMO Wind technical team is located in Denmark.
2.2

The Spinner anemometer technique

The technology behind the spinner anemometer was originally invented and developed at the
Department of Wind Energy (formerly RISØ) at The Technical University of Denmark (DTU).
A spinner anemometer is an anemometer that uses the aerodynamics of the spinner of a wind turbine
for measurement of the wind conditions experienced by the wind turbine. The spinner anemometer is
able to measure wind speed, yaw error, and the wind inclination angle. The spinner anemometer used
by ROMO Wind consists of three sonic wind speed sensors, mounted on the spinner, as shown in
Figure 2.1.

Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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Figure 2.1 – Sonic wind speed sensors
The ROMO spinner anemometer also has a built in rotor azimuth sensor. In this case, each sonic wind
speed sensor has a built-in accelerometer in the sensor foot which is used to determine the azimuth
angle of the wind turbine rotor.
The basic principles and theory of the spinner anemometer technology is described in the Risø DTU
report “Spinner anemometry - basic principles for application of the technology” [1]. According to GL
GH understanding, ROMO uses the method described in this report to calculate the wind speed and
yaw error from the signals provided by the three sonic wind speed sensors with the built-in
accelerometers.
In the calculation of the wind speed shown to GL GH ROMO ignore the horizontal inflow angle
including the tilt angle of the turbine and this will lead to a minor error in determination of the wind
speed. However, ROMO has advised GL GH that they have implemented the calculation routines,
which include the effects of horizontal inflow angle including the tilt angle of the turbine.
2.3

Calibration routines

The calibration of a spinner anemometer is somewhat complicated and involves three different
calibration routines:
•

Calibration of the sonic wind speed sensor instruments; this calibration routine has to be
performed for every sonic wind speed sensor.

•

Internal spinner anemometer calibration; this calibration routine has to be performed on every
installation of the spinner anemometer;

•

Calibration of spinner anemometer turbine type specific constants; this calibration routine has
to be performed for every turbine type.

These calibrations are described further in the following sub-sections.

Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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2.3.1 Calibration of the sonic wind speed sensor
Calibration of the sonic wind speed sensor can be performed in two ways:
•

A simple calibration at zero wind speed.

•

Wind tunnel calibration

The zero wind speed calibration provides the required parameter input for the sonic wind speed sensor
algorithm ensuring the required accuracy for the measurement.
For a traceable accredited calibration the sonic sensors on the spinner anemometer system should be
calibrated in an accredited wind tunnel (MEASNET or similar tunnel). However, for the purpose of
for which ROMO is using the spinner anemometer such calibration is, in the view of GL GH, not
needed.
The calibration of the sonic wind speed sensor is described in the Risø DTU report “Spinner
anemometry - basic principles for application of the technology” [1], section 7.1 and 7.2.
The ROMO standard solution requires that a calibration at zero wind speed is performed by the
supplier of the sonic wind speed sensor.

2.3.2 Internal spinner anemometer calibration

The general assumption of the spinner anemometer algorithm is that the spinner has a perfect
geometry, that the sensors are perfect, and that they are mounted perfectly. However, as one
cannot expect this to be always the case. Risø DTU has developed an internal spinner
anemometer calibration routine. This routine assumes that the three sonic wind speed sensors must
experience the same measured average values over time during rotation. This is a consequence of the
spinner anemometer measurement principle.
The internal spinner anemometer calibration routine will provide two constants per sonic wind speed
sensor gain and offset.
The internal spinner anemometer calibration routine is performed in the field after the spinner
anemometer is installed on the turbine. The routine involves operating the turbine at wind speeds
between 6 to 10 m/s for at least 30 minutes sampling data from the three sensors in the ROMO Wind
spinner anemometer. The processing of the data is done automatically providing the two calibration
constants for each sensor.
For further information on the Internal spinner anemometer calibration see the Risø DTU report
Spinner anemometry - basic principles for application of the technology [1] section 7.3.

2.3.3 Calibration of spinner anemometer turbine type specific constants
As the wind speed and direction measured by the three sonic wind speed sensors will be affected by
the geometries of the spinner, nacelle and blade roots, a calibration of the spinner anemometer is
Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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needed for every turbine type to convert the wind measured by the sonic wind speed sensor to the free
wind affecting the turbine. This calibration can be performed by CFD calculation and by comparing a
measurement of the free wind affecting the turbine. However, Risø DTU recommends that a
measurement of the free wind always is used at least to verify the CFD calculations.
The result of the of spinner anemometer turbine type specific calibration is two constants; one for the
wind speed component parallel to the turbine nacelle direction (K1) and one for the for the wind speed
component perpendicular to the turbine nacelle direction (K2).
ROMO Wind is currently not using CFD calculation as part of their routine for calibration of spinner
anemometer turbine type specific constants.
The ROMO Wind calibration of spinner anemometer turbine type specific constants relies on a
measurement of the free wind performed by a nacelle mounted LIDAR of the type WindIris.
Measurement of wind using LIDAR technology is well proven when it comes to measurements where
the LIDAR is located on the ground without any obstacles. However, the use of nacelle mounted
LIDAR measurements is currently a technology under development to the extent where the
uncertainty of the measurement has not yet been properly quantified. As the ROMO Wind calibration
of the Spinner anemometer is based on a nacelle mounted LIDAR measurement the uncertainty of the
spinner anemometer will be affected by this. However, as ROMO only uses the wind speed
measurement as part of a relative power curve measurement GL GH finds the effect to be limited. The
importance of the un-quantified uncertainty is discussed in section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 of this report.
2.4

Reliability of the spinner anemometer

The sonic wind speed sensors is supplied by METEK GmbH, METEK Meteorologische Messtechnik
GmbH was founded in 1988 in Hamburg (Germany) by members of the Meteorological Institute of the
University of Hamburg. METEK is well known in the wind industry as a provider of sonic wind speed
sensors for wind speed measurement as part of wind farm energy assessment work.
METEK supplies the sonic wind speed sensors including the built-in accelerometer and the hardware
that processes the data from the three sensors providing the wind speed and yaw error. ROMO Wind
provides the equipment which transmits this data from the hub to the nacelle where it is stored and can
be accessed via various types of data connections.
The sensor is heated to provide protection against ice. The spinner anemometer shares its technology
(including de-icing) with the USA-1 sensor, for which METEK has experience in heavy icing
conditions. However, ROMO does not have any operating experience during heavy ice conditions to
prove that the heating provided is sufficient.
METEK has undertaken the following testing of the sensor supplied to ROMO Wind:
•

Test of temperature influence on the measured wind speed;

•

De-icing tests;

•

METEK is planning to undertake vibration testing of the spinner anemometer sensor.

Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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The following tests have been performed on the METEK product USA-1 which is an ultrasonic
anemometer. Many of the parts used in the USA-1 anemometer are also used in the spinner
anemometer sensor. Therefore, GL GH agrees with METEK that the testing performed in relation
with the USA-1 anemometer provides confidence in the reliability of the sensor used in the spinner
anemometer.
•

EMC testing of all of the electronic components used in the spinner anemometer. The complete
spinner anemometer has not been EMC tested. However, METEK does not view this as critical
as they have never had any issues around EMC interference with their products.

•

Temperature tests of the complete USA-1 anemometer were performed 2 years ago through
field tests for low temperature, -30 °C believed to be at Greenland installation by NCAR, and
high temperature, +70 °C at Kuwait airport (TELVENT). However, METEK is considering
undertaking further temperature testing of the sensor used in the spinner anemometer.

GL GH has reviewed an installation instruction prepared by ROMO Wind for installation of the
spinner anemometer on a NM2000/72 wind turbine [3] and finds that ROMO Wind has attended to the
details need to ensure a reliable installation of the spinner anemometer. It has to be noted that GL GH
has not inspected an installation of the spinner anemometer.
It should be noted that the operating experience obtained by ROMO Wind of the spinner anemometer
is very limited. Therefore, there is no data available to support any assumption on the long term
reliability of the spinner anemometer. However, based on what GL GH has seen of the spinner
anemometer and METEK’s substantial experience with the technology of ultrasonic anemometer, GL
GH is not aware of any reason to assume a reliability level that is different from what is commonly
assumed for wind turbine sensors.
2.5

Spinner anemometer from ROMO Wind

ROMO Wind offers to install the spinner anemometer as part of a deal where they make an initial
analysis of the expected benefits of installing the spinner anemometer for a fee. If ROMO Wind
believes there to be a benefit from installing the spinner anemometer in the form of increased energy
production, the offer to install the spinner anemometer is based on a fixed initial fee and a portion of
the turbine owner’s increased revenue due to the increased energy production.
ROMO Wind expectations for increased energy production are based on the ability to reduce the yaw
error with which the turbines may be operating. This requires that there are turbines which are
operating with a substantial yaw error (see section 2.7 for GL GH experience around yaw error and
relation to the turbine energy production).

2.5.1 Correction of yaw error
ROMO Wind uses the spinner anemometer measurement to determine the yaw error of the turbine and
when a substantial yaw error (above 5°) is found. It is corrected. ROMO Wind prefer to do this by
entering a yaw offset in the turbine controller if such functionality is available. If not it is done by
adjusting the wind vane of the turbine.

Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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It should be noted that the above procedure for correcting a yaw error assumes that the yaw error is
constant as a function of both wind speed and wind direction. ROMO Wind has presented a
measurement which indicates that a yaw error is constant as a function of the wind speed and GL GH
also expects this generally to be the case.
Whether yaw error will be a function of the wind direction may depend on the site conditions
(topography). For a reasonable flat and uniform, site GL GH would not expect the yaw error to be a
function of the wind direction. However, for a site with complex site topography, GL GH proposes
that this is checked.
As described in section 2.3.3 the uncertainty of the spinner anemometer is, to some extent, unknown.
However, as a consequence of the spinner anemometer measurement principle the spinner
anemometer will always be able to provide a clear indication on when the yaw error is close to zero.
This is because the wind speed measured by the individual sonic sensors should be constant during
one rotation of the rotor (if the wind speed is constant) when the yaw error is zero as opposed to when
there is a yaw error present see Figure 2.2. Therefore, GL GH expects that ROMO Wind always will
have the possibility to adjust the yaw error of the turbine down to a level where the effect on the
energy production will be very limited by means of trial and error. The uncertainty of the spinner
anemometer will however affect number of attempts ROMO will need to get the yaw angle within
acceptable limits.

Figure 2.2 - Sonic sensor wind speed of sensor 1 for inflow angles to rotor axis α from 0° to 60°
as function of inflow azimuth angle θ [1]

2.5.2 Relative power curve measurement
As ROMO’s fee will partly be based on the energy increase obtained after adjustment of any yaw
error, there is a need to establish this energy increase. ROMO proposes to do this based on a relative
measure of the turbine power curve using the spinner anemometer. It should be noted that GL GH has
Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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not reviewed the method used to calculate the ROMO fee based on the power curve measured before
and after the adjustment of any yaw error in this report.
Relative power curve measurements are commonly used in the industry to detect changes in the
performances of turbine using the nacelle anemometer to establish the wind speed. However, such
relative power using the nacelle anemometer is subject to significant uncertainty.
ROMO has informed GL GH that they will perform the relative power curve measurement meeting
the requirements in the IEC61400-12-1 standard for power performance measurement of wind turbines
with respect to data collection and data handling including meeting the requirements for number of
data samples. GL GH finds this to be a suitable approach.
As discussed in section 2.3.3 the uncertainty of the free wind speed measured by the ROMO spinner
anemometer is, to some extent, unknown. However, as the measurement of the power curve is only
used to establish the obtained changes in energy production, the uncertainty in the wind speed
measurement is of less significance compared to standard power verification measurements.
When evaluating the effect of uncertainty in a relative power curve measurement one can divide the
uncertainty on the measurement in two parts one which is assumed to be constant between the two
power curve measurements (before and after correction of the yaw error) and a part which may change
between the two measurements.
The part of the uncertainty which one can expect to be constant includes much of the uncertainty
which relates to establishing the free wind speed using the spinner anemometer. GL GH has assessed
the effect of a constant uncertainty (error) in the free wind speed on the obtained changes in energy
production by assuming a very conservative estimated of this uncertainty (error).
The results of this shows that, if the value of the increased production is based on the two measured
power curves, the uncertainty can be very high. However, if the percentage-wise increase in
production between the two power curves (before and after correction of yaw error) is multiplied by
the actual energy production of the turbine to get to the value of the increased production the
uncertainty will be less that ± 1%.
The part of the uncertainty which may changes between the two measurements is related to changes in
the conditions under which the two measurements are performed and, therefore, is very dependent on
the site conditions assuming a relative homogeneous site and relatively comparable weather
conductions during the period of the two measurements. GL GH would expect this to add an
uncertainty on the estimated energy increase of less than ± 10%.
In the document “Spinner anemometer for relative power curve measurements (Test site Overgaard,
wtg #21)” [2] ROMO Wind has assessed the uncertainty of the relative power curve measurement
assessing the following error sources.
•

Power measurement.

•

Statistical variation of power measurements in each measurement bin.

•

Uncertainty in the determination of the correction factors for the spinner anemometer K1 and
K2. (The uncertainty on the wind speed measured by the spinner anemometer).

Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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The assessment made by ROMO indicates that it should be possible to estimate/measure the obtained
energy increase as a result of correction of a yaw error larger than 10° with an uncertainty of ± 8%.
However, GL GH considers that ROMO in their assessment has assumed that the uncertainty in the
lidar wind measurement is cancelled out for the relative power curve measurement. GL GH assesses
that when taking LIDAR wind measurement uncertainty into account, the total uncertainty should be
slightly increased.
All in all, GL GH finds that it should be possible to use a relative power curve measurement to
estimate the obtained energy increase with a uncertainty of less than ± 10% if:
•

The requirements in the IEC61400-12-1 standard for power performance measurements of wind
turbines with respect to data collection and data handling including meeting the requirements
for number of data samples;

•

The percentage-wise increased production between the two power curves (before and after
correction of yaw error) is multiplied by the actual energy production of the turbine to get to the
value of the increased production.

•

The site is flat without significant obstacles or the influence of such obstacles is considered in
the data processing;

•

Weather conditions during the period of the two measurements comparable.

2.6

Spinner anemometer trial measurement

ROMO Wind has undertaken a combined verification and calibration of a spinner anemometer. This
may be considered as a trial run of the services offered by ROMO around the installation of a spinner
anemometer.
The test was undertaken on a NEG Micon NM72 2.0 MW turbine installed in Denmark in flat open
farmland without significant obstacles. The turbine is a so-called active stall machine operating at two
fixed rotor speeds 12 rpm and 18 rpm. The turbine control concept of the NEG Micon NM72 2.0 MW
is a relative old concept which no longer is used in modern wind turbines. However, GL GH does not
find that this should affect the value of the measurement.
The test turbine is installed in a wind farm of 21 NEG Micon NM72 2.0 MW turbines.
The instrumentation of the test turbine was conducted from mid-December 2011 to mid-January
2012.Site calibration of the spinner anemometer was conducted from mid-January to early March.
During the period of calibration a yaw error of the turbine was established (16°), which was corrected
in mid-March. The measurement was continued until mid-April 2012.
Wind speed during the period of calibration (before correction of yaw error) varied from 0 to 20 m/s
and after calibrations it varied from 0 to 17m/s (after correction of the yaw error).
The trial run and the results of the trial run are described in “Spinner anemometer for relative power
curve measurements (Test site Overgaard, wtg #21)” [2]. Based on this document and a discussion
with ROMO Wind on the 14th August 2012, GL GH finds that ROMO has/is using the procedure
described in the document “Spinner anemometry - basic principles for application of the technology”
Garrad Hassan & Partners Ltd
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[1] to a large extent. However, for practical reasons ROMO has also simplified the procedure in the
following cases.
ROMO Wind has assumed that the effect of any wind horizontal inflow angle to the rotor (horizontal
wind speed and turbine tilt angle) is negligible for the measurement of the wind speed. GL GH has
very limited documentation on this. However, for a flat and uniform site, GL GH would expect this
assumption to be correct.
It should also be noted that ROMO has advised GL GH that they have implemented the calculation
routines which include the effects of horizontal inflow angle including the tilt angle of the turbine and
ROMO do acknowledge that uses of the spinner anemometer for turbines installed at a site with
complex terrain require further verification. .
For establishing the calibration factor K2 (wind speed component perpendicular to the turbine nacelle
direction turbine type specific calibration), ROMO has not used the method described by Risø DTU
[1]. The reason for this is that this method requires that wind is stable in direction and the turbine is to
be yawed 50° out of the wind during the calibration procedure. ROMO has found it difficult to get the
required stable wind conditions and often the turbine controller will prevent them from yawing the
turbine 50° out of the wind while still rotating. Instead, ROMO Wind has used the calibration
procedure described by Risø DTU [1] for K1.
However, this does make the uncertainty in establishing K2 very large when the turbine is operating
with a small yaw error as the wind speed component perpendicular to the turbine nacelle direction is
small in this case. GL GH finds that the large uncertainty on establishing K2 to some extent is not
material. However, it does add to overall uncertainty in the assessment of the free wind speed.
2.7

GL GH reflection on the effect of correction yaw error on energy production

2.7.1 Correction of a yaw error and increase in energy production
ROMO Wind claims that one should expect an increase in energy production from 1% to 5% by using
the spinner anemometer to correct any yaw error.
GL GH has performed a calculations of the expect increase in energy production using a generic
model of a 2.0 MW pitch regulated variable speed wind turbines and the results are shown in Table
2.1.
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Yaw error corrected to 0°
-20°

-16°

-12°

-8°

-4°

0°

4°

8°

12°

16°

20°

6

13

8

5

2

0.4

0

0.4

2

5

8

13

7

11

7

4

2

0.4

0

0.4

2

4

7

11

8

10

6

3

1

0.3

0

0.3

1

3

6

10

The site wind distribution used is a Weibull distribution with a shape factor of 2.

Table 2.1 – Energy production increase in %
To perform a such calculation, one need to make a number of assumption on the site conditions. For
this calculation, GL GH has made the following assumptions which should reflect a wind farm located
on a relative flat site in northern Europe.
•

Turbulence class between IEC class A and B;

•

Turbulence model Kaimal;

•

Air density 1.225 kg/m3 ;

•

Wind inflow angel 0°;

•

Wind shear 0.2.

As can be seen from Table 2.1, the simulation performed by GL GH shows that one should expect to
improve the energy production by around 5% but that
•

Yaw errors less than 4° do not influence the energy production of a wind turbine;

•

Correction of a yaw errors of from 8° to 12° to less that 4° will increase the energy production
by up to 5%;

•

Correction of a yaw errors of 16° ore more to less that 4° will increase the energy production by
more than 7%.

It should be noted that the data presented above are based on a theoretical calculation using a generic
turbine model and any theoretical calculation should be supported by field experience. There may
also be different depending on the turbine type in question.
The simulation performed by GL GH support the expectation of a production increase from 1 to 5%
by correction of a significant yaw error more that 8° to a level below 4° and for extreme yaw errors the
increase in energy production may even be higher.
The calculations by GH shown in Table 2.1 are consistent with the calculations done by ROMO Wind
using a much simpler model [2], except for extreme yaw errors, where the GL GH calculations show a
higher loss of energy than the simple model see Figure 2.3.
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Calculation performed by ROMO based on the reduction of the projected rotor area using power curves from three different turbine
types for a site with a mean wind speed of 8 m/s [2].
Calculation performed by ROMO based on the reduction of the projected rotor area using power curves from three different turbine
types for a site with a mean wind speed of 7 m/s [2].
Calculation performed by ROMO based on the reduction of the projected rotor area using power curves from three different turbine
types for a site with a mean wind speed of 6 m/s [2].
Calculation performed by ROMO [2].

Figure 2.3 – Energy loss as function of the yaw error

2.7.2 GLGH Experience of energy losses resulting from yaw error
The objective of this section is to present GL GH’s experience of the magnitude and probability of
energy loss resulting from persistent yaw error on a wind farm project. The following topics will be
discussed:
•

Definition of types of yaw error;

•

Case study of persistent yaw error from wind sensor misalignment;

•

Probability of persistent yaw error and resulting energy loss.

Definition of yaw error
There are two main types of yaw error:
1. Normal operational yaw error;
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2. Persistent yaw error.
These types of error are described below:

Normal operational yaw error
A turbine operating under normal wind conditions will produce power for a large proportion of the
time with a certain degree of yaw error. This yaw error is due to the natural turbulence in the wind and
hysteresis programmed into the controller. The turbine cannot practically operate all the time with the
rotor directly perpendicular to the wind direction as this would quickly wear out mechanical
components. This can be considered ‘normal operational yaw error’ and will occur regardless of the
accuracy of alignment of the wind sensor.
Energy losses resulting from this ‘normal operational yaw error’ can be considered inherent in the
turbine manufacturer’s sales power curve which is backed up by field measurements and is suitable for
a given site turbulence intensity.

Persistent yaw error
Persistent yaw error is where the turbine is consistently operating with a yaw error bias in orientation.
In GL GH’s this is most often caused by a misaligned wind direction sensor. The wind direction
sensor is in a fixed position that is misaligned with the centre-line of the drive-train of the turbine.
This can occur at the commissioning stage of operation or can happen when the fastening mechanism
is broken. GL GH will typically identify large yaw error through analysis of SCADA data. The
following section describes a case study where persistent yaw error was identified and energy losses
quantified.
Case Study: Wind Farm revenue losses due to persistent yaw error resulting from wind sensor
misalignment
The following is a case study on a Multi-MW UK wind farm.
Initial SCADA analysis identified a degraded power curve at several turbines as shown by the plot in
Figure 2.4 (a). The turbine initially operated with the power curve shown in blue, but after a period of
time the power curve quality took a rapid downward step to the trend shown in orange.
Further investigation showed a change in turbine orientation relative to its neighbour as shown in
Figure 2.4 (b). The time periods highlighted in the figure are the same as those highlighted in Figure
2.4 (a).
The root cause was identified as a simple misalignment of the wind vane that controls the orientation
of the turbine. Whilst the operating technicians had successfully identified the wind vane
misalignment, existing maintenance procedures were neither regular nor accurate enough to prevent
this issue from recurring.
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Average Power

Turbine 2 Nacelle Direction

This off-axis operation persisted for many months, resulting in production losses as high as 20% at
some turbines. An additional concern is associated with the loads experienced by the structure whilst
operating off-axis.

Period 1 - normal operation
Period 2 - poor performance

360

Period 1 - normal operation
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Period 2 - misaligned wind vane
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(b)

Figure 2.4 - Rotor misalignment; effect and diagnosis

In this case we estimated that over £150k of annual revenue that would have otherwise been lost is
now received as a direct result of the improved wind vane monitoring & maintenance procedures. An
additional benefit is the prevention of excessive loading caused by persistent off-axis operation.

Probability of persistent yaw error and resulting energy loss
The case study described in the Section above is considered Non-typical in terms of magnitude of
energy losses. GL GH observes measurable persistent yaw error on a minority of projects. On the
majority of projects assessed by GL GH the commissioning procedure is sufficient to accurately align
the wind sensors and ensure that they do not frequently become misaligned.
It should be noted that ROMO has advised GL GH that according to their experience persistent yaw
error is common. GL GH finds that the difference in the experience between ROMO and GL GH on
the frequency of persistent yaw error may be caused by a difference in the attention to both installation
and operation of the turbines between the GL GH Clients and the ROMO Clients.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the impact of persistent yaw error on power production. The plot shows research
carried out by the Risoe Laboratory. The plot shows theoretical and measured power losses resulting
from yawing a turbine persistently out of the wind flow. The yellow triangles illustrate observations
made by GL GH for MW-scale turbines. These observations have been made during the monitoring
and analysis of wind farm projects in Europe. The observations largely validate the earlier research, in
particular the ‘Experiment’ shown by the red series, which is where a 75kW turbine was actively run
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with a known yaw error and the resulting power loss observed for a constant wind speed range of 89m/s.
It should be noted that this chart shows power losses for a single wind speed range; when the whole
wind speed range is considered, along with the distribution of frequency of occurrence, the actual
losses estimated will be smaller.

Figure 2.5 - Research results showing the measured and theoretical power losses from persistent
yaw error [4]. Yellow triangles show yaw error observations for MW-scale turbines by GLGH.
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CONCLUSION

The technology of the spinner anemometer was originally invented and developed at the Department
of Wind Energy (formerly Risø) at The Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and the spinner
anemometer market by ROMO is, to a very large extent, based on the work performed Risø DTU. GL
GH has reviewed some of the work performed by Risø DTU and as expected does find that the
technology of the spinner anemometer is based on sound theoretical analyses and practical testing.
GL GH does find that by installation of the spinner anemometer it should be possible to correct a
significant yaw error to a level where it can be considered as acceptable leading to an increase in the
energy production. It should be noted that GL GH has not compared the correction of a yaw error by
use of the spinner anemometer with other technique to correct yaw errors.
Based on theoretical analyses performed by GL GH and the practical experience of GL GH the energy
increase from correction of a yaw error (more than 10°) can be expected to be from 1% to 7% and
even higher for yaw errors more than 16°.
GL GH observes measurable persistent yaw error on a minority of projects. On the majority of
projects assessed by GL GH the commissioning procedure is sufficient to accurately align the wind
sensors and ensure that they do not frequently become misaligned. However, ROMO has advised GL
GH that according to their experience persistent yaw error is common. GL GH finds that the
differences in the experience between ROMO and GL GH may be caused by a difference in the type
of Client serviced by ROMO and GL GH.
ROMO proposes to use a relative power curve measurement based on the wind speed from the spinner
anemometer before and after correction of a yaw error to establish the increase in energy production
obtained by the correction of the yaw error. However, the uncertainty of the free wind speed measured
by the ROMO spinner anemometer is to some extent unknown. Therefore, the results of a relative
power curve measurement will also have some level of unknown uncertainty. An estimation of the
increase in energy production obtained by the correction of the yaw error based on the relative power
curve measurement may also have an unknown uncertainty depending on how this estimation is
performed. However, GL GH expects that it should be possible to use a relative power curve
measurement to estimate the energy increase obtained with a uncertainty of less than ± 10% if the
following are implemented:
•

The requirements in the IEC61400-12-1 standard for power performance measurements of wind
turbines with respect to data collection and data handling including meeting the requirements
for number of data samples in;

•

The percentage-wise increased production between the two power curves (before and after
correction of yaw error) is multiplied by the actual energy production of the turbine to get to the
value of the increased production.

•

The site is flat without significant obstacles or the influence of such obstacles is considered in
the data processing. However, ROMO has informed GL GH that they are currently developing
the procedures needed to use the spinner anemometer for complex terrain sites;

•

Weather conditions during the period of the two measurements are comparable.
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The operating experience with the spinner anemometer is limited and it is therefore difficult to
conclude anything around the expected reliability. However, GL GH finds that ROMO is doing what it
can to ensure high reliability and GL GH has no indication on issues which may lead to technical
issues with the spinner anemometer.
ROMO Wind has performed a trial run of the services to be offered around the installation of a spinner
anemometer on a 2.0 MW wind turbine installed in Denmark. GL GH has reviewed the ROMO
reporting on this trial run as well a discussed it with ROMO Wind. GL GH finds that ROMO Wind
followed the procedure for use of a spinner anemometer as described by Risø DTU.
By chance, the test turbine had a yaw error of around 16°. ROMO has shown that by correction of this
yaw error, they have been able to increase the energy production of the turbine by around 5%
according to their relative power curve measurement based on the wind speed from the spinner
anemometer. The energy increase obtained is consistent with the calculations of the simple ROMO
Wind model as well as the GL GH theoretical analyses.
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